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I.

INTRODUCTION

This task force was formed in August 1992 to work for the Association of Research
Libraries (ARL) Foreign Acquisitions Project for Japanese materials. The charge of the
task force is to write a report which assesses current strengths and weaknesses of the major
United States and Canadian Japanese research collections, determines their needs and
priorities, and offers concrete action/funding proposals to address the identified problems.
Fortunately, a number of previous reports and studies on the issues are available, and we
reviewed and studied them carefully, including the "Survey" (1980) by Naomi Fukuda, the
Perushek Report (1990), and the reports of nine task forces of the National Planning Team
(1992), to name just a few. They were all helpful for us as a base from which to proceed
in order to perform our task. In preparation for this report, the task force decided to gather
more new information as well as follow-up information of the reports of the National
Planning Team.
For gathering information, the task force focused on the following three studies. First, we
wanted to find out a national profile of Japanese collections represented in the RLG
conspectus, and we tried to analyze the conspectus for East Asia—Japanese Vernacular.
Second, since the ARL Foreign Acquisitions Project introduced us to its vendor survey, we
took this opportunity to utilize it for our Japanese vendors. The questionnaire is welldesigned to collect data on trends of acquisitions by research libraries in North America as
well as trends of publishing and pricing of foreign materials. Third, we also developed a
bibliographer questionnaire on several topics of our concern such as serials, government
documents, and electronic resources as well as acquisitions and budget, underdeveloped
areas, and collecting patterns. The task force sent out the bibliographer questionnaire last
fall to 45 libraries in the United States and Canada which hold more than 10,000 volumes
of Japanese materials. Thirty-five libraries (77%) responded, although not all of the
libraries provided answers to all the questions.
II.

OVERVIEW OF JAPANESE STUDIES AND JAPANESE COLLECTIONS IN
NORTH AMERICA

There have been four large-scale studies of Japanese studies in the United States and
Canada since the late 1960s, which were carried out in 1969-70, 1974-75,1982-83, and 1988.
These studies were sponsored by the SSRC-ACLS Joint Committee on Japanese Studies,
CULCON, the Japan Foundation, and the Association for Asian Studies in various
combinations, and the fifth study is about to start with the financial support of the Japan
Foundation.
The 1988 study produced a report entitled Japanese Studies in the United States; the editor
of this title's Part I: History and Present Conditions, Professor Marius B. Jansen of Princeton
University, summed up the state of Japanese studies as follows:
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"By the late 1980s Japanese studies have come to maturity in intellectual as
well as in institutional terms. . . . A diversity of topics, eras and concerns
produced research that spanned a wider area than before. The volume and
depth of scholarship made it impossible for any single person to read much
less to judge it all. Japanese studies have come of age."
According to these reports, the total count of Japan specialists in the United States grew
from 408 in 1969 to 846 in 1974, 1,025 in 1983, and then to 1,294 in 1988. The Directory of
Japan Specialists and Japanese Studies Institutions (Part II of the 1988 report) contains 126
scholars in Canada, which brings the total of Japan specialists in North America to 1,420.
In 1988, 76.3% of these Japan specialists were engaged in college teaching; 7.5% were
employed as writers, translators, and interpreters; 4.6% were in business; 4.3% were in law;
and 3 % were in diplomacy and government service. They were specialists in history
(15.8%), literature (9.4%), political science (8.2%), economics (6.6%), anthropology (6.3%),
religion and philosophy (6.2%), art and art history (5.7%), sociology (3.7%), and linguistics
(3.7%). About half of these specialists concentrated on contemporary Japan; the more
distant the historical period, the smaller the number of specialists.
In terms of faculty size, in 1988 there were 38 large Japanese studies programs (35 in the
United States and 3 in Canada). Of these, 10 American and 2 Canadian institutions had
faculty members ranging from 23 to 67. There were 25 additional programs in the United
States with 10 or more faculty members, and one in Canada. There were 113 institutions
offering undergraduate programs in Japanese studies, while 53 institutions offered graduate
programs.
Nearly two-thirds of the 1,210 doctorate-holding specialists in the 1988 directory were
trained at 12 institutions in the United States and 2 in Canada. In fact, seven of these 14
universities accounted for 65.5% of the 165 doctorates granted prior to 1960. Overall, these
seven institutions have trained 46.9% of the Ph.D's in the Japan field up to 1988.
In 1988, 441 students were known to be specializing in some aspect of Japan in doctoral
programs at 50 institutions in the United States and 4 in Canada, but 72% of these students
were enrolled at the same 14 universities that have trained the majority of specialists
currently active in the field.
These facts point to a continuing structural feature of Japanese studies in North America.
Professor Patricia G. Steinhoff of the University of Hawaii at Manoa and editor of the 1988
directory made this point at a symposium held at the International House of Japan last
October as follows:
"While undergraduate training in Japanese studies has continued to disperse
more and more broadly, graduate training remains highly concentrated at
fewer than twenty institutions that offer a wide range of disciplinary courses,
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Japanese language training at advanced levels, and the Japanese library
resources to support a broad range of student and faculty research."
The number of academic Japanese library collections in North America with at least 40,000
volumes of monographs and bound serials (the minimum necessary to sustain graduate level
research in Professor Steinhoff s opinion) has grown from 15 in 1980 to 21 in 1992, with 6
more collections already over the 30,000 volume mark. All told, there were only 37 library
collections in the United States and Canada with more than 15,000 volumes of Japanese
materials in 1992.
In terms of annual acquisitions rate, the present survey shows that there were 15 library
collections which acquired more than 2,500 volumes of Japanese (monographs and bound
serials) in 1991-92. Although the Library of Congress Asian Division was able to acquire
15,537 volumes in Japanese for the year, the largest acquisition among the academic
libraries was 6,426 volumes. Four additional collections accessed over 5,000 volumes; while
three more collections acquired over 4,000 volumes, and another three, in excess of 3,000
volumes.
Since Japan published 42,345 new monographic titles in 1991 {Shuppan Nyusu, 1992), it may
be estimated that the Library of Congress Asian Division acquired no more than 17.4% of
new Japanese monographs. Similar calculations for annual acquisitions of 14 other
collections reveal that there were two collections with 8% to 8.2% coverage, two with 7.1%,
four with 6.3% to 6.7%, three with 4.3% to 4.5%, and one each with 3.4% and 1.9%.
1

Equally alarming is the acquisition rate of current Japanese serials. The total number of
Japanese serials currently published is approximately 22,878 titles (Nihon Zasshi Soran,
1988). In North America, the Library of Congress Asian Division may be acquiring 21.9%
(5,000 titles) of current Japanese serials; but only six academic libraries are subscribing to
more than 1,000 Japanese serials, and three additional libraries over 900 titles. These nine
academic libraries are covering only 3.9% to 8.2% of current Japanese serial titles.
The National Union List of Current Japanese Serials in East Asian Libraries of North America
(1992) lists approximately 5,000 titles held at 32 libraries which do not include the Library
of Congress. At this point, it is not known how many of these titles are duplicated in the
Library of Congress holdings; however, it is unlikely that there are more than 7,500 discrete
titles (32.8% of current Japanese serials) being acquired in North America.
The major reason for such inadequate coverage of Japanese publications has been
insufficient acquisitions budgets.

1

(15,537 volumes - 5,000 bound serial title/volume) x 0.7 title/volume ratio -s- 42,345
new monograph titles = percentage of coverage of new monograph titles.
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III.

RLG CONSPECTUS ANALYSIS

The RLG Conspectus is a matrix of data arranged by member library and subject to
represent the state of cooperative collection development in the consortium. Member
libraries are arranged along the horizontal axis, subject are descriptors along the vertical
axis. Subject descriptors for each field are mostly from Library of Congress (LC) subject
classifications; the matrix is then filled in with a set of two values representing:
(1)
existing collection strength
(2)
current collecting intensity
These values are single digit numbers from 0 to 5 to indicate level of collecting intensity:
0 for out of scope, 1 for minimum level, 2 for basic information, 3 for instructional support
level, 4 for research level, and 5 for comprehensive level. In cooperative collection
development, the most crucial distinction is that which is made between a level 3 collection
and level 4 collection. Level 3 collections are adequate for local needs; level 4 collections
are national investments, attracting scholars and researchers who normally work elsewhere.
The current RLG Conspectus for East Asia has collection data of 18 United States libraries,
which include LC and most of the major academic collections with the exception of Harvard,
UCLA, and the University of Washington. Its Japanese vernacular segment shows that most
of the subject areas of traditional Japanese studies such as Language and Linguistics,
Literature (except Juvenile Literature), History, etc., are well covered; at least several
collections are at Level 4 (Research Level) for existing collection strength as well as for
current collecting intensity (i.e., 4/4).
However, the following areas do not have a single collection at Level 4/4:
Literature - Juvenile literature
Physical Science and Technology - Technical
aspects
Life Sciences (General)
Medicine - Pharmacology
Medicine - Bibliographical, biographical,
historical, and linguistic coverage
Medicine - Medical specialties and technical
aspects of medicine

1(3/3)PCR:LC , 1(3/2)
2

l(3/4)PCR:NYPL,l(2/2)
1(3/3)PCR:LC
l(3/3),l(2/2)
1(3/4)PCR:NYPL
1(2/2)

Other relatively weak areas (only one collection with Level 4/4) are as follows:

indicates that LC, NYPL, and Princeton have primary collecting responsibility (PCR)
for the respective subject; the designated library has agreed to accept collection
responsibility for the Consortium at the level indicated.
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Music
Fine Arts - Exhibition catalogs
Sheet maps
Social Sciences - Law, modern (1868 to present)
Constitutional and administrative laws
Social Sciences - Law, modern (1868 to present)
Procedural laws
Military and Naval Sciences - Pre-modern
(pre-1868)
Physical Sciences and Technology - Biographical
historical, and linguistic aspects
Physical Sciences and Technology - Geology
Physical Sciences and Technology - Paleo
anthropology and paleontology

l(4/4),3(3/4)
l(4/4)PCR:Princeton,l(3/4)
l(4/4)PCR:LC,l(3/3)
l(4/4)PCR:LC,2(3/3)
l(4/4)PCR:LC,2(3/3)
l(4/4)PCR:LC,3(3/3)
l(4/4)PCR:LC,3(3/3)
l(4/4),l(3/3)
l(4/4)PCR:LC,l(3/3)

The Conspectus is useful in fleshing out weak areas of acquisition, but it may not be precise
enough in subject schemes and level of acquisition for the strongly covered areas. Subject
descriptors such as Religion (excluding Buddhism); Language and Linguistics; Literature Modern 1868 to present; History - Modern, 1868 to present may be too broad; while rate
of acquisition at Level 4 (Research level) may vary greatly from library to library.
It is also significant that with a singular exception of Princeton for Fine Arts - Exhibition
catalogs, all the primary collecting responsibilities for the weak areas cited above are held
by the Library of Congress or the New York Public Library. Generally speaking, most
academic Japanese libraries are not interested in these subjects; they are not needed by
their constituents at present.
IV. VENDOR SURVEY
The task force devised a Japanese-language version of the vendor questionnaire (draft of
June 24, 1992) that was developed by the Association of Research Libraries. The
questionnaire consists of two parts: books and serials. These two parts are further divided
into three sections: trends in sales, trends in publishing, and trends in pricing. The
Japanese version is composed of 37 questions for books and 35 questions for serials, one
question on price being added to the original questionnaire for each part respectively.
We conducted a preliminary survey on vendors used by 14 major research libraries in North
America that hold more than 100,000 volumes of Japanese materials. As a result, the
following four vendors were identified as the most frequently used ones, to whom the
questionnaire was sent: Gannando Overseas, Isseido, Japan Publications Trading Company,
and Maruzen. Three vendors answered the questionnaire, but the fourth did not respond
to the questionnaire at all, indicating that the company did not have any records or
information to use in answering the questionnaire. The other three vendors who responded
also indicated that their operations are not yet fully automated to be able to produce such
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concrete numbers as requested in the questionnaire; therefore, their answers turned out to
be rather limited, with fewer responses to serials questions, though the return rate of the
questionnaire is 75%. As for selection of vendors, it should be noted that the libraries are
also dealing with smaller and more specialized vendors such as Hakurinsha for fine arts,
Kobayashi Shobo for Buddhism, Yagi Shoten for literature, etc. Therefore, it is likely that
these smaller vendors would have given a different perspective if they had been included
in our survey.

The lengths of time of the services of the three major Japanese vendors who responded to
the questionnaire are:
Vendor A 40 years
Vendor B 20 years
Vendor C 25 years
All three vendors currently supply books and serials. Vendors A and C also supply
microfilm. Only Vendor A supplies maps, CD-ROMs, and other nonprint materials in
addition to the above-mentioned types of materials. As for bibliographic services, Vendor
A supplies bibliographic records on cards and Vendor B supplies bibliographic records on
cards and in machine-readable format. None of the vendors have a North American
representative, but Vendor C has a subsidiary company in New York which can be used as
a place to make contact.
A. Summary
Trends in sales of books
Number of titles and total units/volumes published in Japan and sold to the United States
and Canadian research libraries in 1991:

Vendor A:
Vendor B:
Vendor C:

Titles
26,000
1,900

Units/volumes
65,000
24,000
8,000

Vendors A and C report that their sales of books in the past five years (1987-1991)
increased 16% and 10% respectively, but Vendor B reports that its sales decreased 15%.
Vendor A gives "change in number of titles published" as the most influential cause; change
in number of titles purchased by United States and Canadian research libraries and change
in number of such libraries as its customers are the second and third causes. On the other
hand, Vendor C gives the latter two as the most influential causes and ranks "change in
number of titles published" as the least influential cause. As for Vendor B, whose sales
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decreased, it gives "change in the number of titles purchased by United States and Canadian
research libraries" as the most influential cause of decrease. Both Vendors B and C say that
this trend has varied by subject. Vendor B indicates the variations as follows: Humanities
decreased 10% and Social Sciences increased 20%. Vendor B reports that this trend has
become particularly noticeable in the past two to three years. Vendor C indicates the
variations as follows: Humanities increased 5% and Social Sciences increased 10%. Vendor
B forecasts for United States and Canadian research libraries in the next five years (19921996) that the demand for books in science and technology will gradually increase. Vendor
C observes that there is a trend of collecting books in specific topics, such as labor
problems, social advancement of women, and discrimination, among university libraries.

Trends in publishing books
Vendors A and B did not answer the questions posed here, giving the reason that they did
not have any material or information on the topic. Vendor C reports that in the past five
years (1987-1991) the number of titles of books published in Japan and suitable for United
States and Canadian research libraries has decreased 20% and that this trend has varied by
subject. Vendor C indicates the variations as follows:
Decreased
Humanities
Social Sciences

10%
10%

Vendor C forecasts that in the next five years (1992-1996) the number of professional and
scholarly works will decrease. Vendor C also observes that there is a trend of publishing
gorgeous and large scale works.
Trends in pricing books
Vendor A did not answer the questions on this topic. Vendors B and C disagree on the
amount of increase of the average price per title of books published in Japan and suitable
for United States and Canadian research libraries in the past five years (1987-1991).
Vendor B thinks it increased 15% whereas Vendor C thinks it increased 5%. Vendor B says
that the average price per title in humanities is 5,000 yen (15% increase) and that the
average price per title in social sciences is 3,000 yen (10% increase). Vendor C does not
think that this trend of increase in price has varied by subject. Vendor B forecasts that in
the next five years (1992-1996) the average price of Japanese books will increase 5% to
10%. This is because the number of copies of the first edition or printing has been
decreasing in recent years. Vendor C reports that the average number of copies of
professional and scholarly books varies from 3,000 to 5,000 yen. Therefore, it will no longer
be rare to find a book costing around 10,000 yen per volume. Vendor C forecasts trends
in pricing professional and scholarly books as follows: they will be published either in the
form of high-priced hardcovers or in the form of pocket-sized paperbacks to hold down the
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rise of their prices. Vendor C also forecasts that solving problems in the distribution system
of books in Japan will affect pricing books in the future.
The average price in Japanese yen per title of Japanese books sold to United States and
Canadian research libraries in the past three years by Vendors B and C:
1989
1990

Vendor B
3,300
3,500

1991 4,200

Vendor C

3,000-4,000

The average price varies by library.
Trends in sales of serials
The total number of all copies and unique titles published in Japan and sold to United
States and Canadian research libraries in 1991 and 1992:

Vendor A (1992)
Vendor B (1991)
Vendor C (1991)

All copies
14,600
320
50

Unique titles
2,800
220
30

Vendor A reports that in the past five years (1987-1991) the total number of all copies sold
decreased 2%, perhaps because of the rise in the value of the Japanese yen (first cause) and
the change in the number of titles purchased by United States and Canadian research
libraries (second cause). Vendor C also reports that its total number decreased because
some libraries canceled subscriptions. But Vendor C does not give the percentage of
decrease. Vendor B reports that in the past five years (1987-1991) the total number of all
copies sold increased 20%. As for the causes of the change, Vendor B gives: (1) change
in the number of United States and Canadian research libraries as customers; (2) change
in the number of titles purchased by them; (3) change in the number of titles published; and
(4) other causes (unspecified). Both Vendors B and C report that this trend has not varied
by subject. Vendor A did not answer this question nor the remainder of the questionnaire.
Vendor B forecasts that in the next five years (1992-1996) sales of subscriptions from Japan
will increase about 10 to 15 titles per year. Vendor B also reports that the price of an issue
increased 10% to 15% every year and that this rise in price will be affected by the increase
in postage rates which was scheduled to come last November. Vendor C observes a trend
in sales of special kinds of journals (unspecified).
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Trends in publishing serials
Vendors A and B did not answer the rest of the questionnaire dealing with serials. Vendor
C forecasts that professional and scholarly journals will continue, but that journals of a
general nature will come and go because they depend on income from advertisements.
Trends in pricing serials
Vendor C reports that in the past five years (1987-1991) the average price per title of serials
published in Japan and suitable for United States and Canadian research libraries has
increased 5% to 10%, but that this trend has not varied by subject. Vendor C forecasts that
the average price per title of learned journals will increase because they cannot depend on
income from advertisements. Vendor C gives 1,300 to 1,500 yen as the average price per
title of serials sold in 1991.
B. Conclusion
Although the survey had the limitations mentioned above, the results seem to be so
revealing as to suggest some new directions. The outstanding sales increase of books in
social sciences and a trend of collecting books on specific topics seem to reflect our current
needs. A forecast of a gradual increase in demand for books in science and technology in
the next five years is interesting to note. It is rather disappointing that the vendors were not
responsive to questions on publishing trends, in spite of their long-time commitment to
business in book sales. One vendor, however, reported a decrease in the publication of
research books in the past five years by 20%, with a forecast of the same trend in the next
five years, while observing a trend of lavish and presumably expensive books of large scale.
As for the pricing of books, both vendors who answered reported an increase of average
price per title by 5% and 15% respectively in the past five years. One vendor's figures
indicate that the average price per title has risen up to an alarming 27% in the past three
years (1989-1991). According to Shuppan Nenkan (1992), the overall average price of a
book in the past five years is 2,646 yen ($21, when ¥125 = $1.00), and the average price in
the past three years is 2,761 yen ($22). The overall average price per title, however, appears
to be around 4,000 yen ($32) by one vendor's estimate. However, our survey revealed a
higher average price. Out of 33 respondents to the questionnaire, 28 libraries answered the
question on average price of books acquired in the past three years (question I-C), with the
highest 10,000 yen to the lowest 2,800 yen per volume. As a result, 5,140 yen ($41) came
up as the average. From our experience, $41 average per volume is a more realistic price
for research materials that the libraries are acquiring. It should be noted that the average
price recorded in Shuppan Nenkan remains lowest, because all other nonscholarly titles are
taken into account. The price of Japanese books will continue to rise from 5% to 10% in
the next five years (1992-1996) by one vendor's forecast.
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About serials, not much information was provided in terms of trends. However, the results
of the questionnaire clearly indicate that the price of Japanese materials acquired by
research libraries will continue to rise, along with a periodic rise in handling charges and
postage. Coping with financial setbacks and the ever increasingly high price of books and
serials, it has become a common phenomenon that libraries are forced to cancel serials
subscriptions. As a recent example, it is reported that a major Canadian university library
is making plans for the cancellation of up to $1 million worth of serial subscriptions, which
will be effective in 1994. It should be noted here that Canadian libraries suffer from more
financial loss when purchasing Japanese materials because of a 20% difference in value
between the United States and Canadian dollars (US$1.00 = C$1.22). In our experience,
cutbacks in subscriptions of scholarly journals are the most damaging to our services. A
hard fact remains that the Japanese libraries in North America have been struggling for
almost a decade under the enormous impact of the devaluation of the dollar against the
Japanese yen. It is imperative that we address this issue in the area where the impact is felt
to be most damaging.
V. BIBLIOGRAPHER SURVEY
A. Statistical Analysis of Collections (Monographs)
1. Underdeveloped Areas
a. Inadequately covered subjects
Subject

No. of Lib

Economic, including industry, statistics
Education
Sociology, including demography & social
work
Business
Government & politics, including local
government & foreign relations
Premodern history
Local history
Premodern literature
Religion, Buddhism
Fine arts
Current literature

^Tier 1: Libraries with 100,000 or more volumes
Tier 2: Libraries with 10,000-99,000 volumes
(LC-Asian Div.: all subjects)
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Tier l

3

Tier 2

14
8

9
5

5
3

8
7

5
6

3
1

7
5
4
4
3
3
3

3
1
3

4
4
1
4
2
1(?)
2

1
2
1

2
2
2

Reference materials
Women's studies
Law
Agriculture
Architecture (history)
Music
Linguistics
Modern history
Geography
Science & technology
Popular culture
b. Reasons for Inadequate Coverage
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Shortage of book funds
Books not available
Nontrade publications
Staffing shortage
Others:

27
9
13
8

yes:
yes:
yes:
yes:

funding primarily for priority subject areas,
certain topics not yet targeted, no immediate
programmatic needs, etc.
2. Collecting Patterns: collection strength at research level

4

a. Humanities
No. of Lib

Tier 1

Philosophy & Religion
(Buddhism
7)

14

12

Literature
general
premodern
modern

21
8
7
6

13

Subject

Language & Linguistics

4

"Comprehensive level", reported by UBC and Princeton is changed to
to make the rating consistent.
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History
Arts

17

13

4

5

4

1

The survey indicated that, overall both in breadth and in depth, major disciplines in
humanities (except for "language & linguistics") have been extensively covered at all major
libraries. Five libraries collecting "arts" at research level seem small in number, but only
those institutions offer major academic programs related to Japanese arts, while it is
surprising that only 4 major libraries have reported "language & linguistics" as their primary
collection strength. It is reassuring to note that tier 2 libraries have been collecting
literature (8) and history (4) respectively at research level. In contrast, the number of tier
2 libraries which have maintained their intense acquisitions activities in religion (2) and arts
(1) is very small. With regard to Japanese religion, Buddhist collections nationwide look
prominent, while a question may be raised about other forms of religion such as Shintoism
or new religions and their national coverage (only Yale has listed "Shintoism" as its research
level collections).
b. Social Sciences
Subject

No.of Lib

Tier 1

Tier 2

Economics

8

7

1

Business

4

2

2

18

9

9

Law

2

2

0

Society

4

4

0

Folklore

2

2

0

Education

3

3

0

Women's studies

4

3

1

Government & Politics
including foreign relations

Compared with humanities, the national collection strengths in the social sciences (i.e., the
number of libraries with research-level acquisitions) are smaller, with 8 libraries collecting
economics (i.e., the second largest number) at research level, while only 4 tier-1 libraries
(none among tier-2 libraries) have done so in sociology. An exception is "government and
politics", however, with the combined 18 libraries (i.e., the numbers of tier 1 and tier 2 are
equally divided). It appears that "business" and "women's studies" have received attention
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both from tier 1 libraries and from tier 2 libraries in recent years. The number of libraries
committed to collecting social sciences looks much smaller, in view of the rising internation
al as well as national attention drawn to such areas as Japanese economy, business, public
policies, etc.
c. Others
Four subject areas have been reported as being significant and strong under the third
category, "others". The collection development activities at the research level have been
maintained for those four major fields in the past at the following libraries:
Subject

Name of Libraries

Bibliography, periodicals,
"university publications"

Chicago, Indiana

Subject

Name of Libraries

Motion pictures

Harvard-Yenching

Science & technology

UBC, Ohio State

Sino-Japanese medicine

Pennsylvania

If LC's "study level" may be considered comparable to "research level" for many academic
libraries, LC's Japanese collection in science and technology, including their histories, seem
to be quite substantial. The other 11 libraries, both tier 1 (5) and tier 2 (6) have reported
that Japanese materials in science and technology have been collected at study level.
3. Acquisitions Commitments for Future Enhancement
While only two libraries (both tier 2: Iowa and Rochester) have no plan to enhance their
existing strengths, there are altogether 8 libraries, including LC, which are interested in
sustaining their present collection strengths in "all" fields that they have selected as being
significant and strong. Two tier 2 libraries, Ohio State and Pennsylvania, join this group,
while such major collections at UC-Berkeley, University of Washington, Michigan, Hoover,
and Yale intend to keep up with their past and current acquisitions activities in "all" selected
areas. The remaining 21 libraries indicated their priority subject areas as their intense
collection development activities in the next five years. The following table shows the areas
reported for enhancement.
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Subjects Selected for Enhancement: research and study levels
a. Humanities

No. of Libraries

Philosophy & religion

14

Literature:
general
premodern
modern

23
8
5
10

Language & linguistics

8

History:
general
premodern
modern

22

Arts

10

10
5
7

b. Social Sciences
Economics

11

Political science

11

Sociology

7

Women's studies

6

Business

4

Education

5

Folklore and anthropology

2

Communications

2
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c. Others
Bibliography and reference

3

Science and technology

2

Environmental issues

1

4. Coordinated Acquisitions and Collection Development
Seventeen libraries have indicated that they would change their collecting priorities if other
libraries will continue to collect in selected fields at the research and study levels. On the
other hand, 14 libraries, including two Japan-related LC collections, have shown no
inclination to delegate some of their collection responsibilities to other libraries. It needs
to be noted that of these 14, some 10 libraries have not responded to Question III-C: 3 in
the east, 3 in the midwest, and 6 in the west.
Cases of two LC collections and the University of Hawaii are understandable because of
their missions and a geographical isolation. However, the findings about an apparent lack
of interest in coordinated development with other libraries (i.e., supplementing their present
strengths by cooperation) among about half of 31 libraries polled are important to note in
view of the existing regional consortia programs created over the past decade, and a national
consensus reached in November 1991 at the National Library Planning Conference held at
Stanford along with the subsequent programmatic development by the National Coordinat
ing Committee on Japanese Library Resources (NCC).
It is interesting to note as well that those 17 libraries which are affirmative of some kinds
of cooperative acquisitions have selected 11 subjects in humanities, while 10 subjects in the
social sciences were reported as "yes" for cooperation.
5. Profile of Numerical Subject Breakdown
Twenty-five libraries have reported that their data are not readily available, while 6 have
provided some subject breakdown by rough estimates. Unfortunately, the quality of these
data seems to be so variant and limited that is difficult to summarize the data. Only one
library, UBC, has given us a detailed and exact numerical profile in terms of general
subjects and their specific subfields.
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B. Serials Studies
1. Statistics

Library

LC (Asian Div)
Chicago
Michigan
UC, Berkeley
British Columbia
Harvard-Yenching
Princeton
Yale
Columbia
UCLA
Washington
Hawaii
LC (Far Eastern Law)
UC, Santa Barbara
Ohio State
Cornell
Hoover
NYPL
Toronto
Maryland
UCSD
Illinois

Library

Washington, St. Louis
Indiana
Pittsburgh
Arizona

No. of
Current
Serial
Titles
(6/30/92)

Acq. Exp.
for
Serials
(1991-92)

Frequency of ILL
No. of
No. of
Req. per
Req. to
Month
Japanese
Inst.
(past yr)

5,000
1,885
1,638
1,600
1,408
1,263
1,201
1,165
985
939
902
679
625
541
456
408
377
355
346
318
275
264
No. of
Current
Serial
Titles
(6/30/92)

59,987
28,231
122,000
88,000
24,000
25,906
45,000
50,000
109,615
36,241
48,275

1 or less
2-5
1 or less
10+
2-5
2-5
2-5
2-5
10+
10+
2-5

6+
6+
0
4-5
2-3
0
4-5
1
4-5
6+
2-3

1 or less
5 - 10

0
6+

11,561
29,958
25,787
1,040
45,000
21,000
Acq. Exp.
for
Serials
(1991-92)

250
241
234
210

14,000
26,281
18,202
113

2-5

2-3

2-5
4-5
2-3
1 or less
Frequency of ILL
No. of
No. of
Req. to
Req. per
Month
Japanese
Inst.
(past yr)
1 or less
10 +
2-5
1 or less

1
2-3
2-3
0

Kansas
Wisconsin
Oregon
Duke
Pennsylvania
Iowa
Minnesota
North Carolina
USC
Georgia Tech
Rochester
Virginia
Arizona State
Claremont
Massachusetts
Colorado
Brigham Young
Rutgers
a
b

c

205
172
146
126
105
100
99
84
84
60
60
60
44
38
32
23
17
15

10,000

2-5
2-5

6+
0

22,500

2-5

6+

11,000

2-5

0

1 or less

0

1 or less

2-3

4,500

Requests for journal articles to other libraries
6/30/90
6/30/91 and 1990-91

2. Summary and Conclusion
The above survey results shows that the LC Asia Division has by far the largest collection
of current Japanese serials which is estimated to be 5,000 titles. Seven other libraries have
more than 1,000 titles, while 6 libraries have a collection ranging from 500 to 999 titles.
Nineteen other libraries have a collection of less than 499 titles. In terms of cost, 2 libraries
spent more than $100,000 and 3 libraries more than $50,000. Seven libraries spent between
$25,000 to $49,999.
The recently compiled National Union List of Current Japanese Serials in East Asian Libraries
in North America (1992) lists approximately 5,000 titles held at 32 libraries which does not
include the Library of Congress holdings. The size of these collections under review is
rather small compared to the estimated total of well over 22,000 current serial titles
published in Japan. Although the Perushek report of 1991 gives 3,864 titles as the total
output for 1989, this does not even cover the number of general periodicals being published
in Japan. Nihon Zasshi Soran, 1988 cites the following statistics for currently published
serials in Japan:
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General magazines
Academic journals
Government serials
Groups and associations serials
Donin zasshi (Literary coterie magazines)
Public relations and internal company
magazines
Total

4,817
6,160
2,527
4,433
3,683

titles

1,258
22,878 titles

Furthermore, this survey is for current serials only; it does not address the issues of
noncurrent serials. The CEAL survey for 1991 shows that LC Asian Division had 10,047
noncurrent serials as of June 30, 1991, while Harvard-Yenching Library has the largest US
academic collection holdings of 3,159 noncurrent titles. Again, these numbers appear
disturbingly small when measured against the number of known noncurrent serial titles. For
instance, Kokuritsu Kokkai Toshokan Shozo Kokunai Chikuji Kankobutsu Mokuroku (Catalog
of Japanese serials held in the National Diet Library), 1991 edition, lists 83,000 current and
noncurrent titles. Also, Gakujutsu Zasshi Sogo Mokuroku, Wabun-hen (Union list of
academic journals. Japanese-language titles), 1991 edition, list 69,000 current and
noncurrent titles held at 702 institutions in Japan.
The survey shows that problems of subject weakness and strength for serials follow fairly
closely with those for monographs: inadequate coverage of Business, Law, Science,
Technology, Medicine, etc. In addition, the following types of serials have been pointed out
as especially difficult to cover:
General and popular magazines
Government serials
Grey literature
Local journals
Literary magazines
Journals and memoirs of universities and colleges
[Pre-war journals] - Noncurrent serials
Some of the reasons given for the inadequate coverage of current serials have to do with
difficulty in acquiring materials; however, one overwhelming reason is shortage of funds.
In fact, in this survey, all the respondents except one reported budgetary constraint as the
primary reason for the inadequate coverage.
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C. Government Documents
1. Summary
a. Acquisitions
Thirty-two libraries (71%) responded to the questions; 21 libraries (66%) are acquiring the
documents and 11 libraries are not acquiring them. The reasons for not acquiring are
specified as follows: lack of demand or lack of research interest (7 libraries), lack of
budgetary allocation or high prices (4 libraries), and lack of personnel for bibliographic work
(1 library). One library reported that their government documents library (perhaps, another
unit in the library system?) is acquiring the document in English rather than in Japanese due
to the lack of demand for vernacular-language publications.
b. Holdings
Twenty-two libraries (69%) responded, but the numbers given by some libraries seem to
indicate some misunderstanding of the question, which is meant to be only concerned with
periodical documents. The total number of titles varies from 8 to 5,000 (IX) and number
of current titles also varies from 1 to 1,053 (UBC). From among the respondents, LC and
UBC are two of the three depository libraries of Japanese government documents in North
America. It is reported that LC holds 5,000 titles totally with 1,000 current titles and UBC
holds 2,822 titles totally with 1,053 current titles.
c. Cooperative Acquisitions
Four libraries reported that they are participating in cooperative acquisitions. Three
libraries are involved in a two-library participating cooperation: the two cooperate on
selected subject fields, and publications by ministry or agency respectively, while the other
one cooperates with less clearly defined responsibility for itself and the others. The fourth
library participates in a four-library cooperation on local government publications.
Apparently these programs of cooperation do not only involve government documents but
also extend to other materials. All the cooperating libraries indicated that their cooperation
has been successful to a certain extent. In this connection, one other library mentioned that
they depend heavily on the documents collection of a depository library while collecting
materials on their own.
2. Conclusion
It appears that larger libraries are more or less actively acquiring government documents,
but smaller libraries either are not interested in the documents or cannot afford to acquire
them. While recently more government reports and statistics have become available in
English as well as bilingually (English and Japanese), only one library showed an interest
in documents in English. Cooperative acquisitions have been successfully carried out, to an
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extent, among 10 libraries altogether, which represent two programs of cooperation in the
west, one in the midwest, and one in the east respectively.
At present there are three depository libraries of Japanese government documents in North
America: the Library of Congress, the University of British Columbia and the University
of California at Berkeley. Most of the central government documents represented by sho
(ministries), cho (agencies), and kosha (national corporations) have been collected by the
depository libraries, while other major Japanese collections are acquiring the documents of
selected fields to meet their local needs. Therefore, the holdings of the central government
documents are rather comprehensive through the National Diet Library's depository system,
combined with individual efforts by these major collections committed to acquisitions of the
documents. One apparent inconvenience seems to exist in the geographical concentration
of the depositories, with two in the West and one in the East. However, access to the
resources is at least provided. Periodical titles, which are most resourceful, are listed in
National Union List of Current Japanese Serials (1992). Two other sources of information,
though they may need to be updated, are also available: Japanese National Government
Publications in the Library of Congress (1981) and Checklist of Japanese Government
Publications (1987) held at the Hoover Institution and at UC-Berkeley.
On the other hand, it appears that local government documents are not collected in any
systematic way, except perhaps by the Eastern consortium of cooperation on local history.
It is reported, however, that the future of this cooperation is uncertain, without prospect of
getting grants from the Japan-U.S. Friendship Commission which initiated the operation.
Regional documentation was identified as one of our specific needs by the National
Planning Team in the fall of 1991. In this connection, local government documents, being
its major component, need to be emphasized for national cooperative acquisitions.
Considering a wide range of the booming publication of local documents from Hokkaido
to Okinawa, it is important for us to take a realistic approach based on the realistic needs
of the Japanese studies community.
D. Electronic Resources
1. Summary
This part of the questionnaire on electronic resources was meant to find out the actual use
of Japanese databases (produced in Japan) by the Japanese libraries in North America.
Thirty-two libraries (71%) responded to the questions. Twenty-eight libraries (88.55%) are
not using Japanese databases; only four libraries (12.5%) are currently using Japanese
databases. Those four libraries have on-line access to Nikkei Telecom, Japan CATSS, and
CD-ROM J-BISC. These libraries use both reference information and full text (source
and/or fact databases). Topic/subject/field of file/databases used most are:
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News/Newspapers
Bibliographical sources of books and journals
Science/Technology
Political science/Administration
Business/Economics/Industry
Statistics
To these libraries, the use of Japanese databases have not caused any change (such as
cancellation of print version of the materials) in their library practices.
Twenty-seven (84%) of respondents (including the libraries which have already been using
Japanese databases) wish to use Japanese databases, while four (13%) of respondents do
not wish to use them); one library did not answer this question. Among the reasons why the
libraries have not used Japanese databases are, the "cost", which is pointed out by the
greatest number of respondents (23); and "lack of equipment", which is the second (19
respondents); followed by "not enough demand" (10 respondents) and "lack of staff (9
respondents). Additional reasons cited were:
*
*
*
*

lack of support from the supervisor/administrator (2 respondents)
lack of enough information (3 respondents)
lack of technical support
a gradual and careful approach so as not to make costly mistakes.

Respondents would like to use both CD-ROM and on-line databases; the databases named
are as follows (some respondents mentioned systems, others pointed out type of files):
System:
NACSIS (3)
ELNET (2)
Nikkei Telecom (3)
NICHIGAI ASSIST (Masukomi) (1)
NICHIGAI ASSIST (Scan) (1)
JIN (1)
Type of data:
Bibliographical databases of books and journal articles (7)
Dictionaries and encyclopedias on CD-ROM (2)
Japan MARC/J BISC (2)
Library catalogs of large libraries (on CD-ROM) (2)
Serials catalogs (1)
News/newspapers (4)
Statistics (3)
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Business/Economics/Industries (1)
Humanities indexes (1)
LEX/DB (database on Japanese legal cases) (2)
Meiji-period catalog (NDL) on CD-ROM (1).
2. Conclusion
Although a very limited number of libraries are currently using Japanese databases, there
is a great interest in using them. In fact, one library indicates that it will "very shortly
receive the CD-ROM catalog of the Meiji-period publications held in the National Diet
Library and the accompanying PC from a Japanese company as a donation." One of the
responding libraries recently sent an inquiry about ELNET in prospect of its use on "eastlib",
which is a list server for East Asian libraries and librarians.
In addition to the cost, equipment, staff, etc., a lack of information on Japanese databases
and the equipment for them is found to be one of the reasons why Japanese databases have
not been actively used by the libraries in spite of their wish to use them. The lack of
information has been caused by a lack of communication between vendors and the libraries.
Vendors do not always know how to approach and market their potential users and those
users' needs. For example, a recent advertisement of Nikkei Telecom, which introduced a
special price for universities, does not include important information on equipment; users
can use an IBM AT-compatible personal computer with an ordinary keyboard to search the
Japanese-language databases of Nikkei Telecom (Nikkei developed software which transfers
roman input into katakana and vice versa). At the Association for Asian Studies Committee
on East Asian Libraries meeting, there is a very limited exhibition by Japanese database
vendors, while there haven been quite a few vendors exhibits and even transcontinental on
line demonstrations at the International Conference on Japanese Information on Science,
Technology, and Commerce in Warwick, England (1987), Berlin, Germany (1989) and
Nancy, France (1991).
The survey shows that Nikkei Telecom and National Center for Science Information System
(NACSIS) are the two databases in which the libraries are most interested. Several CDROMs of library catalogs, Japan MARC, and dictionaries, etc. were also cited. During the
past several years, the number of Japanese databases which are available abroad has
increased remarkably. In 1987 only 28 (9.5%) of a total of 296 existing Japanese databases
were available abroad; in 1992 226 (28%) of 808 Japanese databases became available
outside Japan. However, as reported by the National Planning Team's task force no. 8
(Access to Japanese databases), some technical problems still seem to remain in terms of
accessibility. The number of Japanese CD-ROMs is also growing fast; in 1991, 224 CDROMs (including 98 game software programs) were available, while 117 CD-ROMs
(including 27 game software programs) were available in 1990. The CD-ROMs of business
and science tend to be more expensive than other subjects, which range from $1,000 to
$27,000. It is most likely that Japanese CD-ROMs need Japanese personal computers with
a CD-ROM drive and software. In addition to the commercially produced CD-ROMs, other
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on-disk products have also emerged from various producers such as the National Institute
of Japanese Literature and Statistical Information System of Management and Coordination
Agency, etc. Kokugo Gakkai (Society for the Study of the Japanese Language) and
Kokuritsu Kokugo Kenkyujo (National Language Research Institute), for instance,
developed Nihongo Kenkyu Bunken Mokuroku in a floppy disk edition. These on-disk
products may become important resources as well.
The acquisition of the electronic resources is a complex issue which involves selection,
equipment, and maintenance as well as costs. The costs are totally new to our budgets and
they must be justified in light of the actual needs of our users. We need to do a rather
comprehensive study on these electronic resources, both in terms of the contents and of the
media. Yet, it is a difficult task for us to collect all the available data on these resources,
assess the impact on budgetary, staff, and collection needs, and to make a decision on what
would be the most appropriate for our service
VI. PROPOSALS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Within the framework of the ARL's project, this report is primarily concerned with library
materials for acquisition rather than library services. This concluding part of the report
consists of proposals and recommendations for strengthening current collection weaknesses
at the national level. As a result of reviews of previous reports as well as the studies above,
the task force determined the following five areas as our priorities that need to be
addressed: serials, social sciences, local government publications and regional documenta
tion, electronic resources, and newspaper backfiles.
A. Serials
1.
As this report clearly shows, the total number of Japanese serial titles available in
the United States and Canada is far from adequate and insufficient funding is the primary
cause of this problem.
a. Provide grants for acquisitions budgets for current Japanese serial subscriptions
for which eligible major research libraries may apply. It should be on a matching-fund basis
and subscriptions under the program should be maintained at least for three years. The
grant recipients must have adequate staff to process the materials promptly and provide
efficient interlibrary loan services.
b. Provide funding to a nationally coordinated program to acquire backfiles of
Japanese serials at selected research libraries. This program may pattern itself after the
NCC's program for coordinated Japanese library acquisitions of multivolume sets and
external user services. That is, a committee appointed by the NCC may select titles and
libraries among proposals submitted by eligible research libraries. The objective is to make
hitherto unavailable materials available to all the researchers in the United States and
Canada.
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2.
Provide funding to compile a union list of noncurrent Japanese serials in the East
Asian libraries of North America. This may be an appropriate project for the NCC Task
Force on Serials, and the possible assistance or cooperation of NACSIS in Tokyo should be
explored for this project. NACSIS already has a database of a Japanese union list of
Japanese academic journals, and RLG has been exploring the possibility of loading the file
into RLIN. In any case, the proposed union list should be merged with the existing union
list of current Japanese serials at some point in the project.
3.
Establish a Japanese documentation support center in Japan which will provide
bibliographic information and assist in the acquisition of library materials or a copy, when
appropriate, upon request from foreign libraries. It is often difficult to identify Japanese
materials or acquire them at their source in Japan. Also, an intermediary for requests for
a copy of journal articles in Japan will greatly facilitate interlibrary loan work when no
holdings are found in the United States or Canada.
B. Social Sciences
Our survey clearly indicates that we have not been able to keep up with the fastest growing
interests in the social sciences; and yet, social sciences were already identified as the area
of most urgent need by the National Planning Team's task force no. 5 (Future Areas of
Cooperative Collection Development) in the fall of 1991.
It is, therefore, recommended that the NCC establish a task force to work exclusively on
strengthening social sciences in our collections. One suggestion on how to approach this
task is to create a detailed subject-by-subject profile of social sciences that is similar to those
in the RLG conspectus, with assigned level of collecting intensity as well as existing
collection strength, perhaps, by the RLG's six-level scale. The subject categories of the
current RLG social sciences conspectus of Japanese materials, however, are much too broad
for this purpose; also, each subject should be broken down into as many subsections as are
appropriate and practical. The subject of women's studies, for instance, is not included or
specified in RLG's subjects, and even this subject may need to be broken down into the
subdivisions of education, family and marriage, gender role, work, etc. as well as history.
It is also important to review and evaluate the conspectus periodically to develop a well
balanced national collection as a whole as well as accommodate new demands.
Second tier or smaller and growing collections are encouraged to take part in building the
national resources in the social sciences, perhaps with new and unique interests. It should
be mentioned here that it has become increasingly difficult for major libraries to develop
new areas while maintaining the "superior" level of collections in the humanities. We
propose to have some kind of infrastructure of funding for development of social sciences
which should be made available to any library, regardless of the size or the history of the
collection, that is willing to share collecting responsibility in depth.
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C. Local Government Publications and Regional Documentation
Regional documentation was also already identified as one of our priorities by the National
Planning Team in the fall of 1991. It needs to be addressed here again in conjunction with
the development of local government documents resources. In view of the enormous scope
and depth of the materials covered under the category of regional documentation, it is
imperative for us to develop a truly national cooperative program for its acquisitions and
resource sharing. It also seems to be an appropriate time for us to start planning nationally
by expanding the existing regional endeavor of the Eastern consortium cooperative effort
into a national one, especially since the consortium's cooperative program is facing an
uncertain future without grants from the Japan-U.S. Friendship Commission.
It is recommended that the NCC establish a task force in order to develop and implement
a program for coordinated acquisitions in the area of regional documentation. The program
may focus initially on the level of to-do-fu-ken (metropolitan regions and prefectures) and
major cities, with emphasis on statistical materials as well as history. It should also be noted
that local government statistics were identified by the National Planning Team's task force
no. 5 as one area of priority need for compilation of holdings information and acquisitions
plans.
Several regional cooperation programs already being in place, we should be able to make
an early start toward a viable program based on experiences in sharing collection
responsibilities. It is suggested that the task force draw a concrete and detailed map of the
country which indicates by prefecture, region, city, etc. the collection responsibility of each
individual library. This mapping out should make it easier to fill in gaps effectively as well
as to have a complete picture of collection building distribution and intensity. Smaller or
growing collections as well as larger collections with existing strength are encouraged to
participate. The more libraries that participate, the more scope and depth can be attained.
D. Electronic Resources
1.
We think that communication between Japanese librarians in North American and
Japanese database producers and vendors needs to be established or improved. We
recommend that the Committee on East Asian Libraries of the Association for Asian
Studies (CEAL) or the NCC invite these vendors to participate in exhibits and demonstra
tions at Association for Asian Studies (AAS) annual meetings and that CEAL or the NCC
organize workshops and seminars on Japanese database resources on other appropriate
occasions.
2.
We recommend that the NCC establish a subcommittee on Japanese electronic
resources to facilitate their acquisitions by Japanese libraries in North America. The charge
of the subcommittee may include doing research on electronic resources, providing
information, making recommendations, making requests to producers and vendors for
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development or improvement of access and availability, etc. The subcommittee should be
adequately funded for this multiple function, both in operating costs and in personnel.
3.
The NACSIS database has become internationally accessible as seen by its links to
the British Library in London and the National Science Foundation in Washington, D.C.
It appears that we are behind in our thinking about access to the NACSIS on-line database
for the most current Japanese research information as well as other Japanese resources. An
ambitious pilot project for cataloging through NACSIS-CAT has been launched between
British libraries and NACSIS. We recommended that the NCC or the CEAL Subcommittee
on Japanese Materials immediately start communicating with NACSIS to explore the
feasibility of getting on-line access via Internet, for instance, as well as loading NACSIS
tapes into the OCLC and RLIN databases, as recommended by the National Planning
Team's task force no. 7 (User Access to Materials).
4.
We recommend seeking a possibility of establishing a center for Japanese electronic
resources in North America which should provide centralized services for access and
retrieval of information to individual libraries which are not ready or equipped with this type
of new service for various reasons such as insufficient demand as well as lack of funds,
personnel, equipment, etc.
E. Newspaper Backfiles
After reviewing the report of the National Planning Team's task force no. 4 (Newspaper
Backfiles) that proposes the acquiring of a complete file for the five national newspapers
in each region of the United States (West, Midwest, and East), we propose an alternative.
The survey of the task force, made in December 1991, showed that only Asahi shinbun,
among the five papers, is held in its complete file in microfilm at the Center for Research
Libraries (CRL) and by other major libraries in each region. Only Harvard-Yenching
Library has parts of all other four papers on microfilm. We, therefore, propose as a shortterm goal the acquisition of at least one complete file of the other four papers (Mainichi,
Nihon Keizai, Sankei, and Yomiuri) be ensured in research libraries of North America. All
of these backfiles are available in microfilm and they are expensive as reported in the
earlier task force report; funding is needed for their acquisition. Currently, CRL has only
the Asahi shinbun as the sole Japanese-language newspaper in its holdings. The Center
should be encouraged to increase its holdings of Japanese newspapers in microfilm. For a
long-term goal, we may plan to extend the coverage of backfiles to other important papers
as identified in the earlier report mentioned above. There is no need to emphasize here
the value of newspapers as a part of library resources; newspapers are an important medium
for historical as well as current information.
F. National Coordinating Committee on Japanese Library Resources
Lastly, we recommend that the NCC's multivolume set program should be developed into
a full-fledged ongoing program because of its successful implementation of the pilot program
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for 1992-1993. It is imperative that our community has a stable national funding program
for expensive acquisitions that otherwise cannot be accommodated at the local level.
In view of the difficult tasks lying ahead as well as the variety of activities already involving
the NCC, we wish to take this opportunity to propose that the NCC should be fully funded
both in operating and administrative costs in order to be able to function as a resourceful
national organization working to the benefit of the research and library community of
Japanese studies in North America.
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VIII.

Statistics of Japanese Collections in North America
Table 1:

Acquisitions, as of June 1992

Monographs & bound serials (vols)
Li

1

UL

dl

Holdings
6/30/92

LC (Asian Div.)
UC Berkeley
Michigan
Harvard-Yenching
Columbia
Yale
Chicago
Hoover
Princeton
UCLA
Toronto
UBC
Hawaii
Washington
LC (Far East Law)
Ohio State
Illinois
Kansas
Wisconsin
Washington (St. Louis)
Texas
Indiana
Arizona
UCSB
Minnesota
Pennsylvania
Pittsburgh
Iowa
UC Davis
UCSD
Rochester
Total

Microforms

\

Increase
1991/92

760,032
290,000
222,033
214,643
211,991
183,974
147,451
138,152
125,527
123,501
118,789
107,896
107,138
103,113
71,910
52,999
52,690
50,753
50,557
43,000
41,132
40,500
36,080
35,439
34,000
34,000
32,323
26,650
16,493
16,287
14,500

15,537
6,426
5,465
5,198
5,982
5,221
3,326
3,098
4,600
3,439
1.679
2,566
1,382
3,071
1,207
2,542
539
1,328
1,500
700
1,121
4.300
1,033
450
222(titles)
2,800
1,345
300
1,081
4,576
150

14,014,212

368,736
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Holdings
6/30/92

Increase
1991/92

20,560
500
14,209
20,104
5,860
5,869 (CJK)
2,447
6,269
3,818
3,200
15,206
6,984
5,928
752
10,132
550
1,500
0
244
738
137
354/1207

147
120
1,717
15,668
0
234
36
11
60
229
50
55
0
7,174
0
0
0
461
0
0

789
965

14

89
690
60

0
15
285,901

Table 2:

Library

Total

Monographs

Lib's
own funds

342,093
180,000
270,000
191,641
221,570
193,530
123,399
159,186
265,000
183,656
121,876
105,000
106,919
126,288
38,044
113,108
46,000
55,000
56,000

282,106
91,000
148,000
165.734
111,955
143,530
95,168
133,399
220,000
147,415
120,836
81,000
49,134
77,993
26,482
83,150
25,000
45,000

342,093
182,003
254,000
0
36,000
168,530
59,354
141,807
199,000
157,738
96,836
57,000
59,596
85,874
38,044
64,001
46,000

20,000
20,000
46,000
31,920

N/A
34,000
40,000
50,122

16,901
109,615
72,727

27,901
111,300
62,936

45,022
169,208
7,500

45,022
83,772

45,022
157,041

3, 561,186

2,492,859

LC(Asian Div)
UC Berkeley
Michigan
Harv-Yenching
Columbia
Yale
Chicago
Hoover
Princeton
UCLA
Toronto1
UBC1
Hawaii
Washington
LC(FE Law)
Ohio State
Illinois
Kansas
Wisconsin
Wash(St.Louis)
Texas
Indiana
Arizona
UCSB
Minnesota
Pennsylvania
Pittsburgh
Iowa
UC Davis
UCSD
Rochester
Total

Acquisition Expenditures for 1991-1992 (US$)

34,000
60,000
50,122
38,000
27,901
132,115
99,008

—

—

Funds
within univ

N/A

External
funds

N/A
29,000

16,000
191,641
160,227
25,000
12,828
1,754
39,000
9,918

16,676
24,657
31,800
0
55,000
36,000
20,000
34,000
3,000

0
255,343
51,217
15,625
44,000
16,000
35,040
48,000
60,647
15,740
20,000
0
20,000

17,000
20,000

12,686

20,815
19,368

1,255

10,912

—

—

691,442

698,707

—

2,516,198

ICanadian dollar
(The tables above reflect the result of responses received by early January, 1993.)
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NATIONAL COORDINATING COMMITTEE ON JAPANESE LIBRARY RESOURCES
THIRD BIANNUAL CONFERENCE
Columbia University C. V. Starr East Asian Library Kress Room
January 7-8, 1993
Report
Members attending:
Amy V. Heinrich, Chair
Stephen J. Anderson, University of Wisconsin, Asst. Professor, Political Science
Jack Cain, UTLAS International, Development Director Asian Operations and
International Marketing, Asian Department; on January 7
Karl Kahler, CEAL Executive Group, representing Maureen Donovan, CEAL Chair
Sharon Minichiello, NEAC
Tamiyo Togasaki, International House of Japan, Associate
Warren Tsuneishi, Library of Congress, Chief, Asian Division
Samuel H. Yamashita, Pomona College, Chair, Department of History
Eiji Yutani, University of California-San Diego, Japanese Bibliographer, International
Relations and Pacific Studies Library
Also attending:
Michael Paschal, The Japan Foundation, Research Associate
Kimii Mitsui, National Coordinating Committee on Japanese Library Resources,
Assistant to the Chair
/. Preliminaries
A.

Attendees

K. Kahler, Committee on East Asian Libraries (CEAL) Executive Group member, attended
in place of Maureen Donovan, Chair of CEAL. The Executive Group will appoint a new
CEAL representative, in accordance with the National Coordinating Committee (NCC)
bylaws, at the CEAL annual meeting in March. The new Chair of the CEAL Subcommittee
on Japanese Materials will most likely be appointed as CEAL representative to the NCC.
W. Tsuneishi, who is retiring on February 3, was attending his last meeting as an NCC
member. The Library of Congress will nominate a new representative to the NCC in April.
Unable to attend due to prior engagements or personal emergencies were committee
members H. Kaneko, J. Thomas Rimer, D. Webster, and Eric Gangloff of the Japan-U.S.
Friendship Commission (JUSFC). The Japan Foundation Center for Global Partnership
(JF/CGP) representative was not available due to a concurrent appointment.
B. Terms of Service
The NCC reconfirmed that a term of service with the committee coincides with the regular
calendar year, with the exception of the CEAL and the Northeast Asian Council (NEAC)
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representatives to the NCC who will be reappointed each March/April, in accordance with
the Association for Asian Studies, Inc. (AAS) terms of office. The CEAL and NEAC
representatives will officially assume their duties to the NCC at the NCC open meeting
which is held during the annual AAS meeting. Other reasons for the extension or
shortening of terms, such as change in position, need for further consultation, etc., are
acceptable in individual cases.
Although the terms of NCC committee members may expire, this is not expected to affect
the duration of service on an additional subcommittee, task force, or project. There is no
limit to the number of subcommittees or task forces a person may join.
C. Members
Committee members are permitted to serve on the committee more than once in different
capacities, for example, as a scholar or librarian, rather than as an organizational
representative.

//. Bylaws/1RS Status
A. Bylaws
K. Kahler and S. Anderson will review the bylaws for inconsistencies before it is sent out
to the members for their signed approval. The revised bylaws will incorporate:
Under "III. A. (Membership) Composition," change in wording in paragraph 1: "The
membership shall represent... librarians and scholars from a broad range of institutions with
information on Japan"; and, addition to paragraph 2: "In addition, membership will include,
as required, one or more specialists knowledgeable about the technological issues involved
in the delivery of Japanese information."
Under "VII. B. Task Forces," change in wording: ". . . shall appoint Task Forces to
accomplish jobs of limited duration."
Add, "VII. C," definition of "NCC project": Projects may be initiated by the NCC, yet in
most cases, they may be presented by an interested second party; project participants are
not usually NCC members. Although the NCC does not regularly handle the work involved
with a project, it may assist through funding and counsel.
B. IRS Status
On December 28, 1992, the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) has indicated unofficial
preliminary approval for tax exempt status 501C3. Should all the final approvals be granted,
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the IRS estimates that it will take from six to eight weeks for the NCC to receive the official
letter of approval.

///. Status Reports
A. Multivolume Set (MVS) Subcommittee
The 1992-93 fiscal year is the first year that the subcommittee will be deciding on
applications for distribution of funds toward MVS acquisitions. The fund were granted by
the JUSFC for the purpose of subsidizing purchases of valuable expensive sets not widely
held or missing entirely from the holdings of libraries in North America. Based on the fact
that the total cost of recommendations for MVS additions to present collections far exceeds
the amount which was allotted to the 1992-93 budget, the NCC plans to request an
increased budget for MVS distribution for the next fiscal year. After the sets are purchased,
the NCC will post this list of current acquisitions on the EAMEMNET and EASTLIB
electronic bulletin boards and list servers. Decisions on applications will be made by midFebruary.
The NCC recommended that applications for the 1993-94 fiscal year include (1) a date of
publication before which an MVS subsidy will not be considered, and (2) a requirement that
the applicant survey other universities within the region to determine which libraries already
hold the requested title or titles.
B. Retrospective Conversion
The Retrospective Conversion (Recon) Subcommittee is in the process of planning a largescale research project on the state of retrospective conversion with the advice and assistance
of consultants and the library community in North America and Japan. The amount of
funding available for recon in Japan and the number of recon services being conducted in
Japan (e.g., by Kinokuniya, Maruzen) is considerable. A separate survey report will be
submitted by the Japan liaison committee member, T. Togasaki, on the range of projects
being conducted in connection with the National Diet Library, and Japanese national library
organizations and universities.
C. JF Library Program Advisory (JFLPA) Subcommittee
M. Paschal remarked that although this year the ban by the Japan Foundation (JF) was
officially lifted on the awarding of library acquisition grants to ten major research
institutions, it was surprising that only two of the ten institutions applied for the library
program. Although any awards given to the research collections would necessarily reduce
the number of awards given to smaller collections, it is hoped that the larger collections'
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capabilities in cataloging, on-line entering, and resource sharing would benefit the library
community as a whole. M. Paschal also noted increasing delays in libraries receiving books,
which he hopes new provisions enabling awardees to utilize their customary vendors will
help rectify.
S. Yamashita remarked that the opportunity to receive acquisitions, through the JF library
program, is an incentive for smaller universities to develop their Japan studies programs in
order to increase their chances in the application process. The committee noted that the
inclusion of the NCC in providing advice on criteria and ratings with which to judge the
applications marks the first time that the library community as a whole has been
incorporated into the selection process.
The JFLPA Subcommittee met on January 9, 1993, in the C. V. Starr East Asian Library
at Columbia University, New York.
D. JF Directory Update Survey
The scholars present at the meeting expressed their opinions that the Directory is an
invaluable tool in locating Japan specialists, especially when considering the frequency of
transfers. Although the Directory is comprehensive, some major Japan scholars, and
particularly Japan specialists who are working as librarians, were inadvertently omitted from
the 1989 edition. It was suggested that, in addition to the overall list of Japan studies
scholars, a subdirectory be included which list librarians in Japan studies. The expected
publication date of the new edition is 1995/96.
E. Database Task Force
The Database Task Force will submit a draft report, before the NCC open meeting in
March, intended for future use in creating a manual for librarians and scholars which will
foster the use and knowledge of the on-line bibliographic systems available on both local
and national levels. The NCC agreed to make the task force into a subcommittee. S.
Anderson will recruit members. Future reports will examine areas such as CJK character
exchangeability, the possibility of a universal UNICODE system, networking across Japan
and the U. S. through systems such as Internet, and the sophistication and transferability of
scientific and business oriented databases.
NCC/Association of Research Libraries (ARL) Electronic Information Resources Project
A planning document was submitted by J. Reed-Scott, ARL, concerning a proposal for a
pilot study to select several institutions at which the capabilities of two or three electronic
information systems would be tested and the results analyzed to aid in the development of
alternative models. Following through with this plan, the NCC decided to recommend this
proposal be developed into a project of the Database Subcommittee.
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F. CEAL Task Forces
1. Interlibrary Loan {ILL)
The task force on ILL is making final revisions on a survey. The survey will gather
information on ILL concerning the types of Chinese-Japanese-Korean (CJK) materials most
requested, the accessibility of such data in both hard copies and electronic text, the length
of time materials are needed and renewed, and the overall usage, importance, and
difficulties related to ILL. The ILL Chair, K. Troost, considers the fees which individual
researchers must bear in order to use ILL a major obstacle. E. Yutani, task force member,
noted that the major university libraries seem now to be net borrowers instead of traditional
net lenders; he wished to inquire into this trend by means of the survey.
2. Recruitment and Training of Librarians
The Recruitment and Training task force is examining funding agencies in Japan which
could sponsor a librarian training workshop, perhaps also incorporating the issue of the need
for wide dissemination of information on available on-line resources, a topic that is currently
being examined by the Database Task Force.
W. Tsuneishi proposed that the NCC solicit funding to offer library summer internships for
graduate students in Japanese studies. The graduate students would be assigned to special
projects and receive a stipend for their work. Additionally, fellowships for those entering
the field of library science should be sought. He will provide a draft of such a proposal.
G. NEAC Activities
The Northeast Asian Council offers $1,000 grants for individual research travel within the
United States under two annual deadlines, November 15 and March 1. The committee, as
a whole, and NEAC representative S. Minichiello, agreed that the $1,000 grant should be
increased since the amount is not generally sufficient for minimum travel expenses. S.
Anderson suggested that an alternative is to have scholars submit individual budgets which
would be funded according to the amount of total money available. The NCC members
suggested more flexibility in application deadlines for certain research purposes. S.
Minichiello restated that the grant does not cover the publication of research nor does the
money cover hardware or software purchases: the NCC agreed.
NEAC has consulted with Maruzen concerning fundraising for the donation of Meiji
microfilm sets to five institutions selected by application last year. Fundraising is currently
difficult in Japan and Maruzen is investigating foundation support.
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H. Serials Subcommittee
The Serials Subcommittee will be asked to develop more focused goals, and revise proposals
to be submitted for consideration to agencies such as the Department of Education and the
JUSFC.
IV. Future Planning
A. Public Information
The NCC is planning its first newsletter which is expected to be sent out in February. The
first printing will be mailed to persons on the scholar/librarian list which is being compiled
by P. Steinhoff for the JF Directory survey. Individuals who then request to be kept abreast
of NCC activities will be added to the NCC mailing list and sent the newsletter and any
other informational items throughout the year. Furthermore, the NCC is compiling an inhouse list of major educational and library centers in Japan and the U.S. (eventually to
include Britain, Europe, Russia, and East Asia) to also keep informed of its activities.
Following the introductory newsletter and mailing, the committee aims to continue
publishing issues on a biannual basis. A budget will be submitted to JF for funding support
of the initial newsletter.
B. Survey on English-Language Sources on Japan in the United States
This survey is being drafted by Hitoshi Inoue, NACSIS, who will be consulting with the
NCC, as well as ARL which has done similar studies, on the methodology and content of
the survey and on the analysis of the survey's findings.
C. Funding
The NCC will reapply to the JUSFC and the JF for funding for the 1993-94 fiscal year. The
Committee also received suggestions to approach the Asia Foundation, the Rockefeller
Foundation, the Luce Foundation, ACLS, and the Japanese business sector. K. Mitsui
suggested that a professional consultant working in the area of fundraising for nonprofit
organizations could help tap the possible funding resources of the commercial sectors in the
United States and Japan and will investigate the availability and cost of a number of
consultants.
V. Information
Library of Congress (LC)
The Japan Documentation Center of the LC plans to maintain approximately 9,000 items
per year in the area of gray literature. (The Sasakawa Peace Foundation in Washington,
D.C. has acquired approximately 12,000 items during its first year.) The information will
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be available in English through LC Direct at four to six state libraries. W. Tsuneishi
commented that there are difficulties in determining the level and types of demand for gray
literature. T. Togasaki stated that the success of any library or information center must be
evaluated from long-range perspectives considering that dependable resources develop new
and larger audiences over time.

VI. Conclusion
The NCC will hold an open meeting during the Association for Asian Studies annual
conference. The meeting will take place on Thursday evening, March 25, from 9:15 p.m.
to 11:00 p.m. in the Santa Anita A room at the:

Westin Bonaventure Hotel
404 South Figueroa Street
Los Angeles, CA 90071
All are welcome.
The Committee plans to meet again on Friday, September 17, 1993, (from 1:00 p.m.) and
Saturday, September 18, (from 9:00 p.m.), at Columbia University in New York.
(Amy V. Heinrich and Kimii Mitsui)

WORKSHOP FOR JAPANESE STUDIES LIBRARIANS
From the beginning of my chairmanship of the Subcommittee on Japanese Materials in
1990, the Subcommittee's members wished to conduct workshops for librarians responsible
for Japanese materials at East Asian libraries in North America. The reason was simple:
most librarians dealing with Japanese materials have never been formally trained in East
Asian librarianship, let alone in Japanese librarianship. The need for educational
opportunities in Japanese librarianship was so enormous that conducting workshops became
our first priority.
In the fall of 1991, the Subcommittee Members wrote a workshop grant proposal to be
submitted to the Japan Foundation, hoping that the Association for Asian Studies (AAS)
would sponsor the workshop. However, we did not obtain the Committee on East Asian
Libraries approval and the grant proposal never reached the AAS Council Board table.
Fortunately, Dr. Gordon Berger, then Chair of the Northeast Asia Council of the AAS,
believed in the value of the project and came to our rescue. He submitted the grant
application to the Japan Foundation from his institution, the University of Southern
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California, and received and administered it on behalf of the Subcommittee. In fact, the
University of Southern California (USC) not only administered the grant but also provided
manpower, facilities, and everything needed to conduct the successful workshop. For this
reason, the Subcommittee members as well as the participants of the workshop were greatly
indebted to Dr. Berger, to the USC officials and staff, and to our colleague, Mr. Kenneth
Klein. Without their understanding of our librarians' needs, we could not have had the
opportunity of the workshop.
Thus, the Workshop for Japanese Studies Librarians was held on March 23-24, 1993 at the
University of Southern California in conjunction with the AAS Annual Conference in Los
Angeles. A total of thirty-two librarians attended, including two guest librarians, Mr.
Noboru Koyama of Cambridge University and Mrs. Izumi Koide of the International House
of Japan and seven workshop leaders.
The first day's session started with the topic, "Japanese Publishing," which was conducted by
Mihoko Miki, UCLA. Although the session's focus was the present-day Japanese publishing
situation, the development of commercial publishing from its inception to the present was
first examined. For the examination of present trends, the following topics were dealt with:
monographic and periodical publishing, publishers, bookstores, and the price of publications.
Then the characteristics of the Japanese publishing industry was scrutinized, focusing on the
following topics: SAIHANSEIDO, publications' distribution routes, distribution mechanisms,
and publishing marketing mechanisms.
The session on "Databases, On-line Systems, New Media, and Libraries" was presented by
Kenji Niki, St. John's University. A brief remark was first made on Japanese libraries,
especially, the National Diet Library and public and special libraries. Then a presentation
was made on the types and usage of new nonbook media such as CD-ROMs, Integrated
Circuit Cards, and electronic books. A demonstration and explanation was given of device
capabilities. Finally, databases accessible from Japan, including the National Center for
Science Information Systems and others, were discussed. Lists of Japanese databases
accessible from overseas and other statistical information were distributed.
The "Selection, Acquisitions, and Collection Development" session was conducted by Soowon
Kim, Princeton University. The guidelines were provided in the following items: guidelines
for collection development policy, management of the collection, bibliographer's role and
responsibilities, selection of materials, selection tools, and acquisitions including gift and
exchange, government documents, and grey literature. Also discussed were information on
Japanese vendors, how effectively the acquisition budget can be maneuvered between
ordering and payment during the fiscal year, and the impact of the declining value of the
dollar upon collection development that necessitates cooperative planning with divided
subject responsibilities for Japanese acquisition among local or regional East Asian libraries.
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"The General Reference and Bibliographic Instruction" session was conducted by Yasuko
Makino, Columbia University. The participants received a list of core reference works
indispensable for the Japanese collection. The basic reference works were presented as
follows: 1. General bibliography, 2. Periodical and newspaper indexes, 3. Publisher's
catalogs, 4. Library catalogs, 5. Guides to reference tools, 6. Personal names, biographies,
and genealogies, 7. Dictionaries and encyclopedias, 8. Gazetteers, maps, and atlases, 9.
Calendar and chronologies, 10. Statistical sources, 11. General yearbooks, and 12.
Government publications.
On "Bibliographic Instruction", an emphasis was placed on preparing a user-friendly library
guide which should reflect a library's own situation closely as to how to locate materials,
how to access materials, and how to use them. A list of basic dictionaries and a list of
samples on how to organize a semester or half-a-semester Japanese bibliography course was
provided.
On the second day, the session on "Reference Books and Bibliographies in the Humanities"
was conducted by Yasuko Makino. After introductory remarks on the characteristics of
reference works in humanities related to Japanese studies, a MUST list on Japanese
literature, history, art history and religion was distributed. Reference works on Japanese
literature and Japanese history were discussed in detail as typical subjects in Japanese
studies programs in the United States. The participants were encouraged to develop similar
lists for other subjects of their choice.
"Reference Books and Bibliographies on Social Sciences" was conducted by Eizaburo
Okuizumi, University of Chicago. First, an overview of Japanese social sciences, social
science publications, and its trends was discussed. Although social sciences in a broad
sense includes disciplines relating to human behavior and social phenomena, the session was
limited to the following subjects: social sciences in general and social sciences by subjects;
subjects such as political science; diplomacy and international relations; military affairs; law;
economics/business/industry; population; sociology and social problems; education; labor
and labor movements; and folklore. A list of reference books on social sciences was
distributed.
The cataloging session was conducted by Isamu Miura, Claremont Colleges. This segment
of the workshop was a discussion on cataloging Japanese language materials. Many issues,
problems, and questions that Japanese catalogers face in their daily work were discussed,
using examples. Among them were authority control, the transcription of title information,
serials cataloging, and the cataloging of reprint materials. Also some remarks on romanizing
Japanese words and handling authors and editors were made. Two-and-a-half hours was
hardly enough for the participants to talk about all the questions.
Although the workshop lasted only two days, the workshop leaders spent over a year in the
preparation of the sessions. The papers presented at the workshop will be published by the
Subcommittee on Japanese Materials.
(Mihoko Miki)
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REPORT ON THE TITLE VI DIRECTORS' MEETING
APRIL 1-3, 1993 AT WASHINGTON, D.C.
The 1993 Title VI Directors' meeting was organized by the Center for International
Education, U.S. Department of Education. Library issues were discussed for the first time
at this Title VI meeting. There were more than two hundred participants representing 105
National Resource Centers (NRC) including librarians and bibliographers representing area
studies libraries. The general agenda included fellowships, language instruction, outreach,
center administration, etc., and library issues as well as regulatory changes and priorities.
However, this report is focused on the library issues discussed at the meeting.
The plenary session on the first day included a panel discussion on library issues, with five
panelists representing centers, faculty, and librarians/bibliographers. Some issues and
suggestions are familiar, while others may be new and challenging to us. National-level
cooperation was emphasized in such areas as collection development, access to area studies
resources as well as to databases and utilities, and E-mail communication among libraries
for access and delivery. With advancing information technology, libraries are always placed
at a critical turning point, and the need for a new paradigm for equal distribution of
resources was pointed out. Creative funding and reallocation sound familiar and may be
already in practice or in progress. It is alarming that a couple of speakers mentioned a lack
of communication between faculty and librarians, or between the demand side (scholars)
and the supply side (librarians). A need for a national alliance between libraries and NRCs
in order to develop resources for marginalized area studies collections was also expressed.
The Association of Research Libraries (ARL) representative discussed the impact that the
economy and information technology have on research libraries. It was emphasized that
comprehensive, strategic planning of foreign acquisitions is necessary to improve the
libraries' capacity to provide scholars with needed resources. In conjunction with Title VI
priority funding, some specific suggestions were made on how the NRCs can support their
libraries. Suggestions could include salaries for librarians, funding for buying trips, special
acquisitions of archival materials, scholarships and training programs for librarians, and
student assistance. It was also suggested that NRCs organize and promote communication
with librarians and establish a national academic network to deal with higher-level library
administration.
The plenary session was broken into area meetings for further discussion of library issues.
The East Asia session was cochaired by Tai-loi Ma and Yasuko Matsudo. Matsudo reported
on the recent development of national efforts by librarians of Japanese collections, which
includes the conference of the National Planning Team held at Hoover Institution in 1991
and the subsequent development and activities of the National Coordinating Committee on
Japanese Library Resources (NCC), the compilation of the National Union List of Current
Japanese Serials (1992), and the report of the ARL Foreign Acquisitions Project of Japanese
Materials (February 1993). In response to a question of access to electronic resources, a
representative from Harvard introduced its Japan Documentation Center that has on-line
access to Japanese databases, primarily of government documents information. Ma
explained that no counterpart to the NCC exists for Chinese libraries; there is simply no
foundation support yet. There are, however, successful regional cooperative collection
development programs on the two coasts. As chair of the ARL Foreign Acquisitions
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Chinese Task Force, he hopes that some crucial information would be available when the
task force finishes its assignment next spring. He also mentioned the recent publication of
A Guide to the Core Journals of China, by Beijing University Press. Maureen Donovan
reported the status of Korean librarians' activities as reported at the Committee on East
Asian Libraries meeting in March this year.
Cataloging backlog was brought up as a serious problem and possibility of priority cataloging
or precataloging on a shared basis was discussed. In relation to Title VI, a question was
raised whether or not centers should redirect acquisition funds to other library needs such
as funding for processing to reduce the backlog, library training for graduate students, etc.
However, more support for collection development was voiced in terms of collection vs.
needs. In spite of the "eternal" gap between librarians and faculty, need for establishing
cooperation between the two was emphasized. At the subsequent East Asia area meeting
for discussion of Title VI priorities on the second day, library issues were summarized by
recommending that funding be requested for processing backlogs and for library activities
which are consistent with a national plan. At this meeting the Foreign Periodicals Program
issue was discussed, and it was strongly voiced that funding recipients should publicize the
titles purchased under the program to other East Asian libraries.
On the second day of the meeting, working groups were formed to discuss various Title VI
issues. We attended the working group meeting on library issues concerning budget and
coordination of acquisitions. Four general problems such as human resources, materials
budgets, access to materials, and preservation were pointed out. Bibliographers and
librarians from various area studies also discussed their unique problems such as lack of
bibliographic control and publishing information, buying trips, problematic acquisitions in
certain areas, particularly in the Eastern European countries, etc. The funding need for
processing backlogs was voiced, too. In relation to Title VI, funding for library training of
internships and apprenticeships as well as for the cataloging of unique collections was
suggested. The shortage of librarians seems to be a common problem in area studies
libraries. The need for national coordination and cooperation was emphasized in problem
areas.
Reports from the working groups were presented on the third and final day. The working
groups representing library issues recommended that increased Title VI funding was crucial
to the NRCs libraries' ability to serve their constituencies. To solve the problem of the
shortage of librarians, it was recommended that support be provided for staffing at the local
level and for training at the national level. Funds are also needed to improve interlibrary
loan activities by electronic means. NRC directors were encouraged to work closely with
librarians. One recommendation was that NRCs establish library advisory committees and
also have library representatives become members of the centers' executive committees.
Cross-regional coordination on campuses to work with library directors for cooperative
ventures was also recommended. The working group on publishing trends and research
patterns raised other important concerns such as what we are not providing for scholars, and
what is the percentage of our acquisitions against total publishing output. A need for
acquisitions of new kinds of materials, in addition to traditional materials, was emphasized
in such areas as interdisciplinary fields and popular culture, including women's magazines
that were not traditionally considered research materials. It was emphasized that NRC
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directors should have more contact with library directors and increase their awareness of
library issues. Another working group focusing on professional linkage recommended that
library schools be considered part of the Title VI program.
Currently, 85% of the center award is allocated to basic programs and 15% is allocated to
priority programs (teacher training, language evaluation, cooperative language programs,
disciplinary gaps, and professional linkages, etc.). Moreover, if additional funding is
available in the coming year, the Department of Education plans to allocate it to priority
programs. Library services could be designated as a priority for Title VI programs. But,
because of the tight budget situation at many universities, most NRC directors seemed to
prefer allocating money to the basic programs. It was also announced that the Foreign
Periodicals Program would be available for 1993-94.
It is not clear at this point how and if these recommendations are going to be incorporated
into Title VI funding. However, a dialogue between librarians and NRC directors has been
established and we hope this will lead to increased cooperation between NRCs and libraries
to achieve our common goals.
(Yasuko Matsudo and Tai-loi Ma)
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